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Abstract

The paper presents an evolutionary simulation where the presence of ‘tags’ and an inbuilt specialisation in terms of skills result in the development of ‘symbiotic’ sharing within groups of individuals with similar tags. It is shown that the greater the number of possible sharing occasions there are the higher the population that is able to be sustained using the same level of resources. The ‘life-cycle’ of a particular cluster of tag-groups is illustrated showing: the establishment of sharing; a focusing-in of the cluster; the exploitation of the group by a particular skill-group and the waning of the group. This simulation differs from other tag-based models in that is does not rely on either the forced donation of resources to individuals with the same tag and where the tolerance mechanism plays a significant part. These ‘symbiotic’ groups could provide the structure necessary for the true emergence of artificial societies, supporting the division of labour found in human societies.

1. Introduction

Sometimes when one is good at a certain activity one is necessarily not so good at others. That is to say that there can exist trade-offs between different abilities. In biological terms this might be the result of complex physical limitations – for example, if a species has a physique suitable for running very fast over small distances, this might limit the amount of fat its members can store to allow survival in lean times. In sociological cases this sort of trade-off might result from the amount of time that is necessary to acquire a certain skill – for example, one may not have time to learn to become a skilled musician and a skilled painter. Thus in an ecology one might have a variety of species, each of which is well adapted to exploit a different aspect of a particular environment. Similarly in our society one observes that people do not develop the same profession/skills but that there seems to be a spontaneous differentiation, so that in any locality many different skills possessed by different people are available.

When this sort of complementary differentiation is present a special kind of cooperation is possible – that where individuals with complementary skills contribute to the others any excess in what they produce/gather. In biology, when this relation has evolved into a stable relationship, this is called “symbiosis”. This sort of complementarity is very advanced in human societies; people are encouraged to specialise in terms of the skills in which they most excel, resulting in a huge range of careers and skills whose products are shared and traded in elaborate ways.

However there is a problem as to how such complementary sharing could arise in an evolutionary setting. The problem is this: from the point of view of an individual it is always better (at least in the short term) not to share the results of one’s labours but to accept those shared by others (this corresponds to the so-called “prisoner’s dilemma” (Axelrod 1984)). Thus, at any moment, those that are not sharing should do better than those who share, and hence produce more offspring. Thus it is difficult to see how groups of cooperatively sharing individuals could arise or be maintained – the so-called “tragedy of the commons” (Hardin 1968).

“Tags” are observable cues that can be used to recognise types of individuals (Holland 1993). They do not have any significant bearing on the abilities or behaviour of the individual. One can imagine a room full of people who do not know each other but are randomly given to wear different coloured badges, but who are able to exchange the badge for another if they wish. Although these badges are initially arbitrary it may (in the absence
of other significant socially observable cues) allow the people to self-organise. Thus the colours may come to acquire a significance – the significance would emerge from the social processes in the room.

There has now been a sequence of models which show that the presence of such tags can enable the evolution of a population of temporary cooperating ‘groups’ of individuals with similar tags, even when there is a possibility of being invaded by selfish individuals who do not share or cooperate (Hales 2000, Riolo et al. 2001, Hales 2001). Basically what happens is this: a small “seed” collection of cooperative individuals with similar tags arises somehow; these out-perform the others due to their efficient cooperation and hence are grow in numbers by evolution; eventually defectors arise in the group (or invades from outside); now these defectors do even better than the others in that group and hence is preferentially reproduce until they comes to dominate that group; now the group does not do so well compared to other cooperative groups because there is little or no sharing and so the group dies. Thus what one observes is a continual rising and falling of different groups, so that in the population as a whole a relatively high level of cooperation/sharing is maintained. Clearly this depends on the facility with which new cooperative seed groups can arise compared to the speed with which established cooperative groups are infected and destroyed. This is closely linked to the rates of tag mutation compared to the rate of infection (Hales 2004).

This paper seeks to establish how tags can facilitate the development of (temporary) groups of complementary individuals in an evolutionary setting where individuals are not equipped with great cognitive abilities (to support contracts or elaborate foresight for example) and where individuals are not in any way forced to cooperate. This is important because this sort of process may allow the emergence of the basic group infrastructure that, in turn, may facilitate the development of more sophisticated societies within an evolutionary setting. Thus the techniques and results in this paper can be seen as another step towards the full emergence of an artificial society.

2. Model Setup

The main assumptions that drive this model is that there are a number of different kinds of ‘nutrition’ (or ‘product’) which different individuals are specialised in gathering (or producing). However, although each individual only gathers one kind of resource they all require some of all the kinds of resource in order to survive or reproduce. Thus in order to survive and reproduce individuals have to be given resources by other individuals that have them, otherwise they ‘starve’ and die.

Each individual has the following attributes: its special skill; a tag value; a tolerance value; and the amount of resources it has of the various kinds. The skill determines which kind of nutrition it can harvest from the environment. The tag value is an arbitrary real value in [0, 1], as is the tolerance value. The resources are a record of the amounts of each kind of nutrition they have. The tag value is the only thing that is observable by other individuals.

There is no physical space in the model, only a (one-dimensional) social ‘space’ determined by the similarity (or otherwise) of the individual’s tags. Thus one can imagine that the model represents one location or niche which they all inhabit. Each time period each individual: gathers its share of the resource it is specialised in and adds this to its store; is randomly ‘paired’ with a number of other individuals – if the difference in tag values is strictly less than its tolerance value and it has an excess in any of its resource stores it gives then a share of its resource; all individuals are ‘taxed’ a certain amount from all stores to represent consumption; finally individuals survive, die or reproduce depending upon the state of their stores. Resources degrade on transfer – thus the value of resources received in a donation event is only 0.95 of what is given.

Each time period there is a probability that the tag and/or tolerance values are mutated by the addition of Gaussian random noise. Also a small num-

![Figure 1. Tag Groups in a Single Run of the Simulation: the vertical line is the tag space from 0 to 1, the horizontal axis is time and the colour indicates the number of individuals with a particular tag at a particular time.](image-url)
ber of new individuals are continually added to the population (arriving from elsewhere). At creation, individuals are given some (low level of) initial resources. If an individual reaches a certain age or one of its resources falls to zero that individual dies. If an individual has a certain minimum in all of its resource stores it will reproduce (once in that cycle) – the initial stores in the offspring are taken from those of the parent. Individual’s only donate if their resource level reaches a minimum, which is higher that the minimum level necessary for reproduction. Thus individuals continually appear (arrive or are born), donate, consume resources, (possibly) reproduce, and die (of starvation or old age). The population level is thus variable – determined by the available resources and the efficiency of the sharing.

3. General Results

The rising and falling of tag groups is illustrated in Figure 1. At the start a number of tag groups form but one gains initial dominance. This dominant group then loses out to another group between generation 200 and 300. This is, in turn, supplanted by the group at the bottom between generation 300 and 400. Interestingly this group at the bottom seems to have seeded other groups near to it, but the whole cluster fails around generation 550, allowing a new clutch of groups to arise (towards the top).

Figure 2 shows the population levels over runs with different levels of pairing (from 1 to 10). Each line is the average of 6 runs. One can see that the greater the number of pairings the greater the population that can be sustained with the same input resources. A summary of the over-time averages for the last 300 cycles (when the initial effects have worn off) are shown in Figure 3. This is because a higher rate of pairing there is a better chance of being paired with an individual which has a similar tag, allowing the evolution of more directed giving.

Since the population is directly related to the birth rate (which depends on individuals being given resources in nutrition types they can not themselves collect) and early death by starvation (which occurs
when they are not given all the kinds they need) this indicates that effective sharing is occurring.

4. Case Study: The Life Cycle of a Particular Symbiotic Group

To show the resource-sharing, tag-group mechanism in detail I examine the development and demise of symbiosis in a set of groups.

The example I examine is the period between cycle 250 and 950 in a particular run (with the default parameters given in the Appendix). This period covers a cycle from low population level up to a high level and back down again (left hand panel of Figure 4). During this period the donation rate rises to a peak before falling down again (blue line, right hand panel of Figure 4) as does the tolerance level (pink line, right hand panel of Figure 4).

Figure 5 shows a series of four ‘snapshots’ of the population distribution at cycles: 550, 650, 750 and 950. These show the distribution of tag values for each of the four skill types. By cycle 550 (top left panel of Figure 5) there has developed a scattering of tag peaks in the different skill areas, which share resources due to the high tolerances that exist at this

Figure 4. (left) the population against time (cycle 250 to 950); (right blue) the donation rate (from 0 to 1); (right pink) the average tolerance (from 0 to 1)

Figure 5. Life cycle of a symbiotic group: (top left, time 550) high tolerance and broad sharing; (top right, time 650) low tolerance, a tighter group, and sharing; (bottom left, time 750) medium tolerance, one skill type exploiting others; (bottom right, time 950) tolerance has reduced as result of continuing exploitation
point. By cycle 650 (top right panel of Figure 5) the group has ‘contracted’ to a tighter bunch of skill clusters with lower tolerances; by this stage one of the skills dominates the others in terms of numbers. By cycle 750 (bottom left panel of Figure 5) the sharing has become one-sided with one skill group exploiting the others, this gradually contracts to the situation at cycle 950 where this dominant group has contracted to increasingly lower tolerances. After this, these clusters dies out and a new set of related skill groups arise. This is a slightly simplified account because within this ‘life-cycle’ there are subcycles of groups with same skill rising and fading.

5. Related Work

There are a number of models showing how tags can facilitate the emergence of cooperation between groups of individuals with similar tags. This model is different in: (a) no individuals are forced (by the model design) to cooperate with individuals with identical tags; (b) the tolerance mechanisms whereby the range of difference which is tolerated within groups is necessary and active; and (c) there is no ‘magic’ increase in the value of donated resources from donor to recipient.

The model presented here follows that of Riolo et al. (2001), in that it uses for a tag the intensity of a single continuous variable. Tag comparisons are thus a simple matter of taking the absolute difference in tag values. This eases the display (and hence analysis) of the distributions of values that result, also in many tag models, whether one uses a continuous space of tag values, or a sufficiently large binary space seems not to make significant difference to the results. However as (Roberts and Sherratt 2002, Edmonds and Hales 2003b) showed this model relies upon the fact that individuals are forced to donate to others with an identical tag, and that the tolerance does not play any significant part1.

Takahashi (2000) (and the tag-based variants discussed in (Edmonds and Hales 2003a)) concerned themselves with a model of generalised exchange where resource sharing resulted, but these outcomes depend on the fact that the value of a donation to a recipient is greater than the cost to a donor. That is to say that every donation has the result of increasing the resources available to the model. There is a possible (but rather forced) interpretation of this, that somehow the resource is more useful to the recipient than the donor, which could be for a variety of reasons (e.g. it was excess to the donor’s needs), but this increase in value occurs regardless of the. The model in this paper can be seen as an attempt to provide a coherent story behind the difference in value, by specifying different resource needs.

6. Towards the Emergence of Complex Artificial Societies

What has been described above shows how, in a certain setting, cooperative groups of individuals with similar tags can come into being, persist for a while and dwindle out of existence. This provides some of the ‘group infrastructure’ for more complex social structure to develop. However in order for this to occur more is needed. Essentially the groups need to be able to spawn new groups with characteristics that are similar to that of the original group, before they are infected with defectors. If, in addition to this process, the characteristics that are transmitted from group to group were potentially complex, then all the conditions necessary for the evolution of groups would be present. Presumably those groups that were more successful at resisting infection by defectors and at ‘seeding’ new groups with similar characteristics as itself would (under suitable conditions) be more successful at seeding new groups, thus allowing for a continual process of selection and reproduction of groups that are identifiable in their own right (identifiable via the tags). Although evolution continues to act at the individual level, the fitness of each individual depends crucially upon the state of the group it is a member of, so if it were also the case that seeded groups had the characteristics of the groups they were seeded from (carried by the individuals who migrated out of the original group) then it would be meaningful to talk of ‘group selection’2.

Such a process would accord with the social intelligence hypothesis (Kummer et al. 1997) and that group cultures are highly adapted to the immediate environment they inhabit (Reader 1988). The social intelligence hypothesis posits that the success of our species results more as a result of our social abilities rather than our intellectual abilities. In particular it includes a sophisticated ability to imitate others, so that skills suitable in a certain environment can spread throughout a population. This suggests that our survival may have depended upon the fact that we have socially adapted as groups to inhabit a large variety of different ecological niches, such as the Tundra and the Kalahari. The cultures developed in different groups and passed down culturally within and throughout those groups are responsible for their members ability to survive and reproduce.

---

1 Contrary to the interpretation in (Sigmund and Nowak 2001)

2 For a review of the literature on group selection see (Wilson and Sober 1994)
This model can be seen as a step forward to capturing the development of such cultural plasticity\(^3\).
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**Appendix – More about the model**

**Sources**

The model structure of tags and tolerances in a [0,1] range comes from (Riolo et al. 2000). The motivation for improving on this model came from (Edmonds and Hales 2003a, 2003b). The nutrition structure that was added on was suggested by reading texts on evolution and symbiosis, including (Margulis and Sagan 1986).

**Structure**

There are fixed number of nutrition types and corresponding skills for gathering that type.

There is a variable population of individuals, each of which is characterised by the following characteristics: a tag value (a real from [0,1]); a tolerance value (a real from [0,1]); a skill type (an integer); for each nutrition type: a reservoir holding an amount of that resource (a real).

\(^3\) For background on these ideas see (Barklow et al. 1992).
Resource Flow

Resources are broadly conserved within each nutrition type. It enters via distribution and leaves via dissipation, waste and with the death of individuals.

They principally enter the model via the direct distribution of units in the form of the different nutrition types. These are randomly distributed to these four kinds, then all those individuals who posses the appropriate skill to gather that resource kind, equally share that resource.

Also new individuals (the initial population, the 2 new individuals that enter the population each time, and the progeny of individuals that reproduce) are given a fixed amount in each reservoir (initialFood). In the case of reproduction these amounts are subtracted from the corresponding reservoirs of the parent.

Each individual is now randomly paired with a fixed number (numPairings) of other individuals. In each pairing event an amount of the resource may be transferred from giver to recipient, if some conditions are satisfied. These conditions are: (1) The recipient must be one of those randomly chosen that time; (2) the difference in tag values must be strictly less than the tolerance of the giver; and (3) the giver must have more than a set amount (foodOfTypeAboveWhichIsExtra) in the corresponding reservoir. Each donation donationCost is subtracted from the giver but only donationBenefit given to the recipient. The excess in the reservoir is shared equally among all recipients who qualify.

The individuals' reservoirs can only store up to a fixed maximum (maxReservoir). Above that resources are simply lost.

Each unit of time, a ‘life tax’ is subtracted from each reservoir of each individual.

If an individual has accumulated more than a fixed amount (foodOfTypeNecessaryForReproduction) in all of their reservoirs then the reproduce. The resources in the offspring are subtracted from the parent.

If an individual has less than a fixed amount (foodOfTypeBelowWhichTagDies) in any reservoir then it dies, also if it has reached its maximum age (maxTagAge). Resources of those that die are lost.

Default parameter values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>initialPopSize</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxTime</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxRun</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numPairings</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>probMutVal</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sdMut</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxNumNew</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>donationCost</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>donationBenefit</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numFood</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numSkillBits</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numNutritionBits</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxTagAge</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxStartAge</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intialFood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foodOfTypeNecessaryForReproduction</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foodOfTypeBelowWhichTagDies</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foodOfTypeAboveWhichIsExtra</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foodUsageRate</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxReservoir</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxTol</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generate individuals, giving them all initialFood in each resource and each an independent randomly chosen skill, tag and tollerance

For each generation

Add maxNumNew new individuals (with random tags)

Units of resource are randomly distributed amongst nutrition types - individuals with a skill equally share in that type

For each individual, D

For each pairing from 1 to numPairings

Randomly choose another individual without replacement, O

For each resource type, R

If

D has more of R than foodOfTypeAboveWhichIsExtra

and the absolute difference between D’s and O’s tag is strictly less than D’s tolerance

Then

Subtract donationCost in R from D

Add donationBenefit in R to O

Next resource type

Next pairing

Next individual

For each individual

subtract foodUsageRate from each resource

If any resource < foodOfTypeBelowWhichTagDies then it dies

If then

all resources > foodOfTypeNecessaryForReproduction

replicate individual (with possible mutation), subtracting new progeny’s resources from parent

Next individual

Next generation

Figure 6. An outline of the simulation algorithm